Environmental determinants of the at-sea distribution of encounters between flesh-footed shearwaters *Puffinus carneipes* and fishing vessels
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ABSTRACT: Fisheries observer data were used to model the distribution of seabird encounters in order to identify potential areas for fisheries closures. Data from the Australian Eastern Tuna and Billfish Fishery (ETBF) in the Tasman Sea were used, and the focal species was the flesh-footed shearwater *Puffinus carneipes* Gould, 1844 (the species most commonly killed in this fishery). Encounters between flesh-footed shearwaters and longline fishing vessels varied with season, distance from Lord Howe Island, and a number of environmental and oceanographic variables. Encounters were most common south-west of Lord Howe Island, in waters associated with the Tasman Front and the East Australian Current. The resulting model was used to predict overlaps between fisheries and flesh-footed shearwaters during 3 years (1997-98, 2003-04 and 2006-07). During 2003-04, high rates of interaction were predicted in areas with high fishing effort and high observed mortality rates of shearwaters. In 2006-07 most fishing was well to the north of areas with predictions of high interaction rates, and seabird bycatch was low. The shift in fishing locations coincided, and was likely driven by, a change in the fish species targeted by the majority of the fishery. This indicates that the most likely reason for falling bycatch rates in this fishery were movements of the fishing effort away from the birds, rather than changes in fishing technique. These results emphasise the potential of area closures as a method of bycatch mitigation for species that are proving intractable to standard bycatch reduction methods. Our results demonstrate that data collected from fisheries vessels can be used to identify characteristic areas of interactions.
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INTRODUCTION

Worldwide, many seabirds are killed in commercial fisheries operations, with some species being lost in sufficient numbers to adversely affect their conservation status. Particular attention has concentrated on albatrosses (e.g. Bartle 1991, Brothers 1991, Nel et al. 2002, Sullivan et al. 2006a, Anderson et al. 2011); however, a number of species of shearwaters and petrels are also severely affected (Brothers et al. 1999, Baker & Wise 2005, Phillips et al. 2006, Thalmann et al. 2009). Thousands of flesh-footed shearwaters (*Puffinus carneipes* Gould, 1844) are estimated to have been killed during longline fishing in the Eastern Tuna and Billfish Fishery (ETBF) off the east coast of Australia (Baker & Wise 2005, Tuck & Wilcox 2010). The shearwaters killed in the fishery are thought to come primarily from the Lord Howe
Island population, and a modeling study has suggested that the population cannot sustain the reported levels of mortality (Baker & Wise 2005). This population has been shown to have been declining since the 1970s (Priddel et al. 2006).

A number of mitigation techniques have been used in fisheries to reduce this mortality, including night-setting, rapidly sinking gear, and bird scaring lines; however, so far none have been found to be effective with flesh-footed shearwaters in the ETBF (Trebilco et al. 2010). Most methods of mitigation aim to reduce the impact of interactions once by-catch species encounter fishing vessels (Brothers et al. 1999, Sullivan et al. 2006b), and these methods can be less effective against deep diving or night foraging seabirds such as flesh-footed shearwaters and white-chinned petrels (Brothers et al. 1999).

An alternative strategy may be to reduce mortalities by decreasing the number of seabirds that encounter fishing vessels in the first place, for example by preventing fishing in areas that have high numbers of seabirds. Seabird by-catch increases with abundance of seabirds around fishing vessels, so avoiding areas with high concentrations of frequently caught species of birds may provide a simple and effective measure (Trebilco et al. 2010). However, to adopt this strategy, we need to improve our understanding of the at-sea distribution of seabirds, such as flesh-footed shearwaters, and the underlying factors that determine it.

Broadly speaking, there are 2 ways to quantify the distribution of seabirds: via telemetry (Shaffer et al. 2006), or using observations of seabirds at sea (Reid et al. 2002, Camphuysen et al. 2004). Data loggers and satellite tracking devices provide detailed information, but generally only on a small numbers of individuals. The weight of the devices also limits the size of birds that can be studied in this way, although with devices becoming ever smaller, the number of species that can be studied is steadily increasing. The alternative, data from at-sea observations, has the advantage of being derived from larger number of birds. However, collection of at-sea observations may be expensive. Another alternative is to use counts of attending seabirds that are frequently made during fisheries operations for fisheries management purposes, but these data have rarely been used for looking at the distribution of the seabirds at sea, as the data are considered to be biased because some species of seabirds (e.g. albatross) are attracted to vessels, while others may avoid them (Hyrenbach 2001). Additionally, fisheries observers generally have a number of other activities to perform relating to fisheries management, and so they do not have time to use distance or area sampling techniques (Spear et al. 2004). However, if the data for a single species are used to answer well-targeted questions, these issues are likely to be lessened. For instance, if a species is attracted to fishing vessels, counts of that species can appropriately be used for quantifying their relative distribution, and the likelihood of interaction with vessels.

Seabirds, such as flesh-footed shearwaters, forage over the ocean in a targeted, rather than a random, manner (Pinaud & Weimerskirch 2005, Thalmann et al. 2009). Their at-sea distribution is restricted due to the constraints of central place foraging during the breeding season (Orians & Pearson 1979, Kacelnik 1984). They are likely to forage in areas where they will increase their chances of encountering food (Barraquand & Benhamou 2008), such as regions of mixing associated with fronts between currents, and upwellings of nutrient-rich bottom water in the vicinity of land and benthic features (Schneider 1982, Reid & Hindell 2000). However, these areas may not be easy to locate (either for fishers or the birds), and it may not be possible to measure the presence of prey directly. Therefore, if we can identify environmental descriptors that are correlated with the seabirds’ or their prey’s distribution, it may be possible to model the areas that are liable to have increased encounter rates between the seabird and fisheries. These could then be used to make forecasts of areas of high encounter rates, facilitating the use of avoidance as an alternative method for reducing bycatch in some species of seabirds.

In this study we used data collected from fishing vessels in the ETBF to examine the distribution of flesh-footed shearwaters in the Tasman Sea in relation to fishing vessels. From these data we aimed to develop models to describe the environmental characteristics in the areas of interactions, to predict areas where interactions between fisheries and shearwaters are most likely to occur, to identify areas likely to have increased seabird mortality, and discuss the management of fisheries in relation to seabird mortality and the potential use of area closures.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The flesh-footed shearwater is a medium sized procellariform. These birds are trans-equatorial migrants, breeding off the North Island of New Zealand (25 000 to 50 000 breeding pairs), at Lord Howe Island (17 000 pairs), off the south coast of
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Western Australia (100,000 to 200,000 pairs) and on Ile St Paul in the southern Indian Ocean (600 pairs; Marchant & Higgins 1990, Ross et al. 1996, Priddel et al. 2006). They breed during the austral summer, with egg-laying occurring in late November, hatching in late January and chick departure in late April or early May. During the austral winter, they migrate to either the North Pacific or the north Indian Ocean (Marchant & Higgins 1990). During the breeding season, flesh-footed shearwaters from Lord Howe Island forage between 22°−42° S, 150°−166° E, moving south as summer progresses (Fig. 1; Thalmann et al. 2009, authors’ unpubl. data). Significant bycatch of flesh-footed shearwaters has been recorded in long-line fisheries off the east coast of Australia, with most occurring during summer and south of 30° S (Baker & Wise 2005, Trebilco et al. 2010).

Lord Howe Island is a 1455 ha volcanic island situated in the Tasman Sea at 31° 30’ S, 159° 05’ E, 495 km east of Australia (Priddel et al. 2006). It is located on the western side of a significant bathymetric feature: the Lord Howe Rise. There are a number of other important oceanographic features in the Tasman Sea, in particular, the western boundary current running down the east coast of Australia (the East Australia Current, EAC), which transports warmer tropical waters into the Southern Ocean. The EAC consists of a series of anti-cyclonic eddies of ~250 km diameter moving south along the east coast of Australia (Stanton 1981). They are strongest during the austral summer, moving south as far as Tasmania (Stramma et al. 1995). Midway down the north New South Wales coast (approximately off Coffs Harbour), the EAC splits, with most water flowing eastwards to the north island of New Zealand (Stramma et al. 1995). This flow is known as the Tasman Front, and it passes close to Lord Howe Island (to the south in summer and north in winter).

The ETBF operates off the east coast of Australia, from Cape York, to the Victorian/South Australian border, and includes waters around Norfolk Island and Tasmania. The main fishing technique used is long-lining, and the main target species are yellowfin tuna Thunnus albacares Bonnaterre, 1788, bigeye tuna T. obesus Lowe, 1839, albacore tuna T. alalunga Bonnaterre, 1788, broadbill swordfish Xiphias gladius Linnaeus, 1758 and striped marlin Tetrapturus audax Philippi, 1887. In March 2008 there were 55 active long-line licenses for this fishery with a total catch of 6,399 t ($A 38.9 million) (AFMA 2011). The Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) retains the right to close down this fishery if too much mortality of threatened species occur (AFMA 2008). This occurred due to albatross bycatch in August 2008 (AFMA 2008).

Data sources

AFMA requires long-line vessels operating within Australian waters to carry observers on some voyages. These observers record the number of seabirds observed within 300 m of the vessel for a 2 to 3 min period during line setting. AFMA observers provide ~3% coverage of the total fishing effort in the fishery (Trebilco et al. 2010). Vessels also record their fishing position and their daily catch for all operations, and these data are supplied to AFMA. Vessels in this fishery usually set one line per day.

Data for environmental parameters were obtained from a number of sources using the SDODE software (Table 1) (Hobday et al. 2006). Environmental data were obtained for each fishing location (Hobday et al. 2006).

Data analysis

We modeled the counts of flesh-footed shearwaters with generalized linear models (GLM), using the counts as the response variable, and environmental data as descriptors. Because the seabird data are counts, we initially considered that a Poisson error distribution would be appropriate. However, the data were strongly over-dispersed (variance was consid-
erably greater than the mean), so we used a zero-inflated model. Models resulting from these zero-inflated methods have 2 parts to them (and hence, 2 related models): one group of explanatory variables for the excess zeros in the data (the binomial model, modeling the chance of birds being observed), and a second group (which may include the same explanatory variables) for the counts in the data (modeling the numbers present on those shots, i.e. lines set, for which there is a chance birds are present). The zero-inflation part of the model can be considered equivalent to performing a binomial (presence/absence) test of the data. We explored a number of distributions to model the count component, including log-normal (e.g. Pennington 1996), Poisson (e.g. Lambert 1992) and negative binomial (e.g. Minami et al. 2007). Initial testing indicated a zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINB) model gave the best fit for this data. We used the pscl package v1.03 (Zeileis et al. 2007) in the R statistical package v2.6.1 (R Development Core Team 2007).

Up to 14 counts were made within single cruises, resulting in the potential for auto-correlation within a cruise (counts may not be truly independent due to the possibility of birds following between counts). Therefore, auto-correlation was tested for using a correlogram of differences of shearwater counts during long-line setting at different time lags within a fishing trip (successively comparing each count in a fishing trip to the next one) using methods from Cressie (1993).

Testing showed there was autocorrelation in the data, and so a bootstrap method was used for model building. To deal with issues of model uncertainty, a 2-step bootstrap model averaging approach was used (Buchholz et al. 2007). The first step in this process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>Categorical/continuous</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Data accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breed</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Early chick rearing, Egg, Late chick rearing, Prospecting, Winter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Km from Lord Howe Island</td>
<td>69–2289</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altimetry</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Mean sea height (m)</td>
<td>−0.08–0.17</td>
<td>MSLA [Maps of Sea Level Anomaly derived from the satellites TOPEX/POSEIDON and ERS-1]</td>
<td>0.193 × 0.333°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AltAnom</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Variation in sea height from mean (m)</td>
<td>−0.27–0.24</td>
<td>synTS CSIRO product (<a href="http://www.marine.csiro.au/dods-data/bluelink/synTS/">www.marine.csiro.au/dods-data/bluelink/synTS/</a>) produced and maintained by M. Cahill</td>
<td>0.25 × 0.25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathy</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Depth (m)</td>
<td>−2−(−5240)</td>
<td>Gridded Global Relief Data from US Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Geophysical Data Center, 2006 (<a href="http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/fliers/06mgg01.html">www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/fliers/06mgg01.html</a>)</td>
<td>0.0333 × 0.0333°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chl a</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Ocean productivity (mg m⁻³)</td>
<td>0.05–0.58</td>
<td><a href="http://seawifs.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEAWIFS">http://seawifs.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEAWIFS</a></td>
<td>0.0833 × 0.0833°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Concentration of oceanographic fronts</td>
<td>0–3.59</td>
<td>CSIRO (J. Hartog &amp; A. Hobday unpubl. data) every 7.94 d</td>
<td>0.25 × 0.25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SST</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>14.17–29.44</td>
<td>CSIRO 6 d composite</td>
<td>0.036 × 0.042°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U_wind</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Longitudinal component of wind speed (m s⁻¹)</td>
<td>−7.89–6.16</td>
<td>Monthly data from NCEP Reanalysis data provided by the NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, Colorado</td>
<td>2.5 × 2.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_wind</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Latitudinal component of wind speed (m s⁻¹)</td>
<td>−3.07–8.58</td>
<td>Monthly data from NCEP Reanalysis data (NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, Colorado)</td>
<td>2.5 × 2.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Wind speed (m s⁻¹)</td>
<td>4.24–9.46</td>
<td>Monthly data from NCEP Reanalysis data (NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, Colorado)</td>
<td>2.5 × 2.5°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Variables tested in a generalized linear model (GLM). AltAnom: sea height anomaly, Bathy: bathymetry, SST: sea surface temperature, Breed: breeding stage (Prospecting: Sep–Oct; Egg: Dec–Jan; Early chick rearing: Feb; Late chick rearing: Mar–Apr; Winter: May–Aug)
is designed to eliminate those variables that have negligible effect on the outcome (Buchholz et al. 2007). To do this, a single observation (from a set) was randomly chosen from each cruise. A stepwise process was then used to identify the explanatory variables giving the best fit for the response variable (using Akaike information criterion [AIC] in the step-zic function from the zic package v1.0 of the R statistical program) (R Development Core Team 2007). This was then repeated 200 times, each time randomly selecting a single observation from each cruise. From these 200 models, only those explanatory variables that appeared in at least 20% of models were used (20% as chosen by Buchholz et al. 2007).

The second stage was a model averaging step, where the variables kept in the first step were used to run a further stepwise process 250 times (Buchholz et al. 2007). The models that occurred most frequently in the 250 iterations (appearing in >50% of models) were then used as the final models to predict the number of shearwaters. Responses were predicted by a weighted average of predictions from the 250 models, with the frequency of a model appearing acting as a weighting factor. Variance in the model was calculated using methods from Buckland et al. (1997) and Buchholz et al. (2007).

We validated the final model in 2 steps: The first was using the final model to predict the counts of a sub-sample of observations with observed counts that were not used in model development, using the predict function in R. From these, the correlation between observed and predicted counts was compared. We then examined the residuals from the model for spatial or temporal patterns that might indicate missing covariates.

After validation, we used these models to make predictions of seabird encounters by the 97% of the fishing effort that was not directly observed. We applied it to 3 yr of fisheries data taken from fishing vessels in which observers were not present: 1997-98, 2003-04 and 2006-07. These years were chosen as years when the fishery generally targeted swordfish (1997-98), yellowfin (2003-04), and albacore (2006-07) (N. Dowling CSIRO Marine pers. comm.). AFMA logbook data for each year from July to June were used for making predictions of encounter rates. The predict function in the R statistical program was then used to predict counts, which were then used with effort data to model the distribution of encounters between fishing vessels and flesh-footed shearwaters during the 12 mo period. Effort data was plotted after being smoothed using the interp function with bilinear interpolation from the akima package v0.5.1 in R.

### RESULTS

A total of 2148 counts were made of flesh-footed shearwaters on 864 cruises within the ETBF between 27 September 2001 and 8 July 2006, with a mean of 26.2 ± 85.6 flesh-footed shearwaters per count. The individual counts ranged from 0 to 825 birds, and 1514 (70%) of all counts had no observed shearwaters.

Flesh-footed shearwaters sightings were most common during the Prospecting and Early chick period (Table 2), and when vessels were targeting broadbill swordfish or yellowfin tuna (Table 3). They were seen in greater numbers closer to Lord Howe Island and in waters of shallower depth. Most sightings were south of 25°S (92% of sightings and 99% of total flesh-footed shearwaters counted).

### Modelling shearwater counts

For the first step of the 2-step bootstrap, 5 variables (distance, breed, wind, altimetry and chl a) occurred in at least 20% of the count models, while 6 variables (distance, breed, chl a, altimetry, AltAnom [altimetry anomaly] and Bathy [bathymetry]) occurred in at least 20% of the zero-inflation (presence/absence)
Table 4. Variable frequency in the first step of bootstrap modeling, both in the negative binomial (counts; i.e. variables increasing the observed counts) and the binomial (zero inflation; i.e. variables affecting whether birds are present) part of the model. See Table 1 for definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>% of models containing variable</th>
<th>Zero inflation</th>
<th>% of models containing variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breed</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altimetry</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>56.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chl a</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vwind</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SST</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AltAnom</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uwind</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The 10 most frequently occurring models (142 of 250 model runs) in the second step of the bootstrap averaging approach. N: number of times the model occurred; Percent: % of 142. Coefficients in the count model = counts (i.e. positive coefficient = increasing count); coefficients in zero inflation model = proportion of zero counts (i.e. positive coefficient = increasing proportion of zero counts). Mean and SD calculated using methods from Buckland et al. (1997) and Buchholz et al. (2007). AIC: Akaike information criterion function. Prospecting: Sep–Oct; Egg: Dec–Jan; Late chick rearing: Mar–Apr; Winter: May–Aug. See Table 1 for definitions.

Model validation

When the final model was used to compare predicted shearwater counts for the data set with observer counts (Fig. 2), there was a correlation coefficient of 0.58 (an adjusted R-squared value of 0.33). The predicted counts showed a large proportion of the data being a zero, reflecting the pattern in the models (Table 4). All of these variables occurred in at least one of the best models developed in the second step of the process, and so were used in the final model (Table 5). Coefficients for variables used in the final model only changed slightly between models (Table 5). Breed, distance, chl a and sea height occurred in the zero inflated and the count model, AltAnom and Bathy occurred in the zero inflation model, and wind occurred in the count model. Flesh-footed shearwaters were significantly more abundant around fishing boats in Early chick period, closer to Lord Howe Island, at lower wind speeds, with high chl a concentrations, decreasing sea depth, decreasing sea height and with increasing sea height anomaly (Table 5).
observed data (Fig. 2). The predicted counts were similar to the observed counts at lower values, but higher counts were underestimated (Fig. 2). In addition, there were less zero counts in the predicted data than in the observed data, indicating that the observed data is still somewhat over dispersed relative to the predicted data.

The season that showed the greatest difference between observed and predicted counts was the Prospecting period, while winter had the least. Areas with the greatest mean deviation were around Lord Howe Island, and between Lord Howe Island and mainland Australia. Most of the larger counts (>200 flesh-footed shearwaters) were near mainland Australia between 30 and 33° S in 2001 and 2002.

**Predicting encounters from unobserved fishing events**

Predicted encounters between flesh-footed shearwaters and fishing vessels, and fishing effort during 3 years (1997-98, 2003-04 and 2006-07) were plotted (Fig. 3). For all 3 years, the model predicts that highest encounters with fishing vessels will occur around Lord Howe Island and to the south-west in the area around the Tasman Front, with other areas of concentration within the EAC (Fig. 3a,c,e). In comparison, the distribution of fishing effort changed greatly between years. The greatest encounters between shearwaters and long-liners were expected in 2003-04 (Table 6). In 1997-98 effort was concentrated close to the coast of Australia near the EAC and to the north-west of Lord Howe Island in the area of 25° S, 155° E off Mooloolaba (Fig. 3b). In comparison, in 2003-04 there was effort concentrated between Lord Howe Island and Australia, but also to areas to the east of Lord Howe Island (Fig. 3d). In 2006-07 effort was concentrated to the north of 30° S and west of 155° E (Fig. 3f), with 39% of shots north of 25° S (Table 6), and relatively clear of areas of greatest encounters with flesh-footed shearwaters (Fig. 3e).

**DISCUSSION**

The data used in our study were collected by fisheries observers and have a number of inherent problems, such as the attraction of fishing vessels for birds (especially once the first bird has arrived) and the tendency of birds to remain with a vessel once they have located it. The most useful approach is using a model, such as adopted here, and judging if the result appears reasonable, while recognizing the limitations of the data. Because of this, our model should be considered as encounters between the seabirds and fishing vessels rather than being of their ‘normal’ distribution (though, these may be the same).

The modeling approach adopted here follows a GLM-based method. While it generally predicted the data reasonably well, it was not so good at dealing with large counts. In order to better deal with this, it is likely that a radically different approach may be necessary.

While all predators should go to areas of relatively high food availability, these areas may not be the same for each species, as they will each perceive the environment differently and may have different food requirements. For example, central place foragers are required to return to their nest and are thus restricted to within a certain range of their breeding
Fig. 3. (a,c,e) Predicted encounters of fishing vessels with flesh-footed shearwaters and (b,d,f) distribution of fishing effort in Eastern Tuna and Billfish Fishery (ETBF) in (a,b) 1997-98, (c,d) 2003-04 and (e,f) 2006-07. Fishing effort is the count for each 1° block log transformed.
site (Orians & Pearson 1979, Kacelnik 1984). Fishing vessels operating in this fishery are also central place foragers. Fish such as tuna, on the other hand, have different constraints, not being required to return at regular intervals for nesting. Therefore, although they have similar prey, their distribution may only partially overlap (Bestley et al. 2008).

Understanding factors driving encounters

The distribution of flesh-footed shearwaters was best described by the time of year and distance from Lord Howe Island. They were seen in greatest numbers during chick-rearing and prospecting periods, and least during incubation and especially in winter. Numbers were also inversely proportional to the distance from Lord Howe Island, with no birds observed >1000 km away. These are broadly the expected results of the seasonal distribution of a migratory central-place forager.

In addition to the broader determinants of distribution, a number of environmental and oceanographic variables were also important in the models. Flesh-footed shearwaters were more commonly encountered by fishing vessels around the shelf edges or sea mounts, rather than the open ocean. This is similar to at sea observations and tagging results for the distribution of the flesh-footed shearwaters in the Tasman Sea (Reid et al. 2002, Thalmann et al. 2009). They were also seen in greater numbers in water with higher chl a concentration (suggesting areas of higher productivity). Areas with lower sea height and sea height anomaly were also important. These features suggest meso-scale cold-core eddy features, which together with the fronts at their edges have been highlighted in previous studies of seabird distribution (e.g. Schneider 1982, Hunt & Schneider 1987, Skov & Durinck 2000). Wind strength was negatively correlated with the numbers of shearwaters observed. This may have indicated that the shearwaters were most active at lower wind speeds, or alternatively, that they were more difficult to observe at high wind speeds.

The ocean characteristics highlighted in this paper are known to influence the distribution of other seabirds. Grey-headed albatross Thalassarche chrysostoma (Forster, 1785) from Marion Island concentrated at the edge of both warm and cold eddies associated with the Agulhas Current (Nel et al. 2001). Yellow-nosed albatross T. carteri (Rothschild, 1903) foraged in the Agulhas return current, concentrating in areas of increased chl a concentrations and sea height anomalies that indicated productive cyclonic eddies (Pinaud & Weimerskirch 2005). Similar eddy structures are present in the Tasman Sea in the EAC and the Tasman Front (TF). The fronts at the edge of eddies have been shown to be highly productive areas with increased prey (Pinaud & Weimerskirch 2005). While they are dynamic structures, and are therefore not going to remain in a place where shearwaters may return to each year, they are likely to be in approximately similar positions so that the shearwaters can move to a known region at least at larger scales. This will have the effect of reducing the area that may need to be visited to locate food.

Predicting by-catch events

Data collected by fisheries observers is likely to be the main source for observations of seabirds at sea in many situations, due to being relatively cheap to collect and the observers already being at sea. Studies of the distribution of seabirds using at-sea observations generally exclude counts from around commercial fishing vessels (Camphuysen et al. 2004) as this is thought to bias the results, yielding estimates of the distribution and abundance that are likely to be over-estimated (Hyrenbach 2001, Arata & Xavier 2003). While the data on seabird density may be artificially high if taken from fishing vessels, this bias should be present across all observations. This means that at reasonably large spatial scales it will remain representative of the relative abundance of birds across spatial locations.

The model was used to predict areas with the greatest number of encounters with fisheries in 3 years. By-catch of flesh-footed shearwaters is positively correlated with the numbers present around long-liners (Trebleco et al. 2010). While the model predicted the seabird distribution to be fairly consistent spatially between years, the area that was actually used by the fishery varied considerably. Thus in 2003-04 when greater effort was made by the fishery targeting yellowfin, there was a great deal of effort in areas where encounters were predicted to be greatest. Seabird bycatch rates were high in that period (Trebleco et al. 2010, Tuck & Wilcox 2010). In 2006-07 when the fishery was largely targeting albacore, most effort was well to the north of that where encounters with shearwaters was greatest, and by-catch rates were relatively low (Trebleco et al. 2010, Tuck & Wilcox 2010). In 1997-98 most effort was concentrated within the EAC close to the east coast of Australia and east of Mooloolaba. There was relatively little effort to the
south-west of Lord Howe Island in the area of highest predicted encounters. This may suggest that mortality would have been low for that year, though no data exists on seabird by-catch.

Broadly, the model predicted that the shearwaters will be foraging in similar areas from year to year, with smaller differences due to spatio-temporal differences in conditions. The area with the highest predicted chance of encounters between fisheries and shearwaters to the south-west of Lord Howe Island was the area with the greatest observed mortality over the 1998 to 2004 period (Baker & Wise 2005, Trebilco et al. 2010). The 3 years of fishing data had major shifts in the areas being used, depending on which species were being targeted. In recent years, fishing effort in the ETBF has shifted to targeting albacore tuna to the north of Lord Howe Island (Fig. 3f; Tuck & Wilcox 2010). There has been a dramatic decrease in the estimated mortality of flesh-footed shearwaters over this time (G.B. Baker pers. comm.).

The use of area closure appears to be a viable means to reduce the mortality of seabirds that do not prove amenable to more standard methods of mitigation. This can be seen as analogous to the method of using Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) for the protection of vulnerable fish species (Pauly et al. 2002, Hilborn et al. 2004). However, where generally fisheries MPAs are used to close specific areas, this has been argued to be of limited use in the case of highly mobile species (Hilborn et al. 2004). Area closures were recently adopted to protect sea turtles in Hawaii in the long-line fishery for broadbill swordfish (Curtis & Hicks 2000). However this involved closing a very large area to fishing. The need for MPAs to be extremely large to accommodate mobile species has been mentioned previously (Hyrenbach et al. 2000). Closure of such areas is likely to significantly impact fishing economies (Curtis & Hicks 2000). Having greater knowledge of the requirements of more mobile species (such as their relationships with oceanographic features) may make it possible to develop temporary or more restricted area closures (Louzao et al. 2009, Žydelis et al. 2011). Fishers may be willing to voluntarily forgo fishing in areas that are likely to have high by-catch if these areas can regularly be identified, are not the only areas they have available, and especially if voluntary avoidance reduces the likelihood of a full fishery closure. Closures of this nature could be monitored by Vessel Monitoring System (VMS), which is present in the ETBF and widely used in many fisheries. Short-term closures of this nature would be advantageous to fishermen by only requiring them to avoid areas for periods of days or weeks.

This study shows that a model with relatively simple inputs can greatly assist in our understanding of the distribution of seabirds, their potential foraging areas and, importantly, where threats such as fisheries interactions are most likely to occur. This model was developed with the aim of identifying areas where most interactions occurred, and hence where mortalities would be likely to be highest, with the view of using it as a dynamic, rather than static, approach to short-term area closures. These areas could be identified from the use of a model such as this one, in particular using the explanatory variables (oceanographic and environmental) within the model that are variable over shorter periods. Further improvement could be made by identifying the rates of change of the explanatory variables. While the variables on seasonal timing and position never change, the oceanographic variables such as ocean colour and sea height potentially change over periods of days and weeks, and environmental variables such as wind speed and direction change over periods of hours or days. The more rapidly variables change, the less useful they are for making forward predictions due to their being out of date more rapidly. The shorter the time-span over which the variable operates, whilst giving the advantage of smaller area closures, also means the area closures need to be updated more frequently. There will then need to be a method for this updating to occur.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Data collected by fisheries observers were used to model areas of interactions between seabirds and fisheries in the ETBF. The model developed highlighted areas to the south-west of Lord Howe Island as having increased interactions. In one of 3 years when the fishery concentrated in this area, there were high observed seabird mortalities, while in another year when it concentrated in other areas, there were low observed mortalities. This work shows the potential of area closures for the reduction of seabird mortality for species that prove intractable to standard seabird mitigation techniques.
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